WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW:
An independent evaluation of training and technical assistance was released on November 16, 2011.
The evaluation found that coalitions trained by the Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America
(CADCA) National Coalition Institute are becoming effective community problem solvers to address
substance abuse prevention. According to the most recent ﬁndings from an ongoing longitudinal
evaluation, coalitions trained through one of CADCA’s chief training programs – the National Coalition Academy – grew in all elements of CADCA’s Framework for Community Change.
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CADCA’s Framework for Community Change describes the process by which coalitions contribute
to population-level decreases in targeted substance abuse problems. This evidence-based model
emphasizes four critical elements needed for coalition success:
• Enhanced Coalition Capacity (leadership, cultural competence, expanded membership, etc.)
• Use of Essential Processes (evaluation, quality coalition planning products, etc.).
• Implementing Comprehensive Strategies (behavior change strategies both individually and environmentally focused)
• Facilitation of Community Change – (new or modiﬁed programs, policies and practices)
“In order to bring about population-level community change, coalitions need to develop their capacity, use essential processes
and implement comprehensive strategies and CADCA’s training can help them master the skills to do that” said Gen. Arthur T.
Dean, CADCA Chairman and CEO.
The ﬁndings also provided additional support for CADCA’s Framework for Change, demonstrating that the more quickly coalitions
grew in one element; the more likely they were to grow in the next step. This helps CADCA and the coalition ﬁeld better understand how coalitions can be effective community change agents. Community change does not happen in a vacuum, but requires
coalitions to build capacity in critical areas as quickly as possible in order to be the most effective coalition it can at addressing
substance abuse.
ASAP has recently successfully completed all required components of the National Coalition Academy and will graduate at the
2012 National Leadership Forum in February in Washington, D.C.
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Impressions on the President’s National Drug Control Strategy
Every day in our country, nearly 8,000 Americans illegally consume a drug for the ﬁrst time. The risks these
Americans face as a result of their drug use, like that of
the other 20 million Americans who already use drugs
illegally, will radiate throughout their families and to
the communities in which they live. The families in
our community live with drugs in a more personal and
painful way than can ever be captured in a national
statistic. With the depth of the drug problem and the
prevalence of consequences, we must implement a
concerted plan of action, involving every sector of our
community.
President Obama’s National Drug Control Strategy
outlines a suggested approach, balanced with a broad
range of initiatives. One of the most signiﬁcant aspects
of this Strategy is the “Drug Czar,” Gil Kerlikowske,
initiated a nationwide roundtable discussion and solicited ofﬁcial comment from over 600 community organizations across the country.
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QUARTERLY:
Prevention Matters

The Strategy outlines
some fundamental truths
which we must face: we
must coordinate a balanced
approach that emphasizes
prevention, treatment, and
law enforcement; we must
recognize that the causes
of the drug problem are
primarily within the United
States; and we must use
scientiﬁcally
evaluated
tools and best practices in
a collaborative fashion.
All of the strategies sup-

port the two policy goals speciﬁed by Congress: (1)
reducing illicit drug consumption, and (2) reducing the
consequences of illicit drug use in the United States.
Since those who reach age 21 without developing an
addiction are very unlikely to do so afterward, preventing drug use before it begins is at the forefront of the
Strategy. Second, studies indicate the most healthcare
spending related to substance abuse goes toward the
avoidable, catastrophic consequences of addiction
rather than to its treatment. By consistently screening and intervening early before substance abuse becomes acutely life-threatening, the healthcare system
can avert enormous human and economic costs. Included in this strategy is the endorsement of proper
medicine take-back initiatives and achieving consensus standards on opiate painkiller prescribing. Other
overarching themes of the National Drug Control Strategy include disrupting domestic drug trafﬁcking and
production, strengthening international partnerships,
and improving information systems for analysis, assessment, and local management.
The core themes of the
Strategy –emphasizing
prevention,
treatment,
and enforcement, collaborating to achieve
solutions,
employing
best practices—will lead
to the ambitious set of
goals identiﬁed, but it
will be the collaboration
across all sectors of our
community and our nation that will see this plan
into action.

ASAP UPDATES:
•Anderson County Beer Board passes resolution to
partner with ASAP
•Papa Murphy’s fundraiser raises $177 for ASAP
•Permanent Medicine bin installed at Clinton Police
Department • 5.5 lbs collected in ﬁrst month
•Annual Retreat • January 23rd 12pm to 4pm
•ASAP welcomes new executive committee: Mary Tuskan,
chair; Amy Olson, co-chair; Doris Day-McBride, secretary

ALLY ACCOUNT:
As outgoing chair of ASAP, I can’t help but reﬂect
on the earliest days when our coalition was just being formed. Even before we were “ofﬁcial”, we were
there. Representatives from all parts of our community came to the table. We weren’t sure where
we were going, but we all wanted to do something
about the alcohol and drug problem we face in our
community.
It is truly remarkable to look at our progress in 20102011. Our list of accomplishments starts with things
like “secured a phone line” and “received ﬁrst cash
donation” and ends with signiﬁcant accomplishments. Alcohol compliance checks were begun. Medication collection events resulted in 757
pounds of medicine being disposed of safely. Trainings and educational materials were provided to school personnel, pharmacists, doctor’s
ofﬁces, community professionals, and teenagers.
As proud as I am of those accomplishments, they do not represent
what meant the most to me about my involvement with ASAP. Every
day, I look into the eyes of kids who are directly affected by alcohol and
drugs. Regardless of whether it’s their own use, or that of someone
they love, the devastating effects are clear. Truthfully, there are times
I feel hopeless, and I fear we are losing the battle. Those are the times
when the coalition means the most to me. When I’m at an ASAP event,
I know I’m not alone. I feel empowered by the presence of others who
share my burden. When I’m too tired or unable to be at an ASAP event,
I know someone else is, because I am not alone.
I gave only a small part of the 1,244 collective volunteer hours this year,
and it was my privilege to do so If you are already an ally, I thank you.
If you aren’t, I hope you’ll consider joining us. We need you
ASAP.
Kris Stults
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NOTES:
Reach Out Now began October and is in full force.
Reach Out Now is an alcohol prevention education
class for 5th and 6th grade
students. Michael Foster
has been leading students
in the county in self-guided
and hands-on education
that has been well-received
in the schools. Since the
program began, 578 students at nine schools have
beneﬁtted from Reach Out
Now: Fairview Elementary,
Lake City Elementary, Norris Elementary, Clinton Middle, Claxton Elementary,
Dutch Valley Elementary,
Grand Oakes Elementary,
Briceville Elementary and
Lake City Middle. ASAP
would like to thank the administration of Anderson
County Schools and the
teachers for their support
of our program. If you are
interested in incorporating Reach Out Now in your
classroom, please contact
Michael at 457-3007.

RECENT HAPPENINGS:
Operation Medicine Cabinet held Saturday, Nov. 12, 2011 nets 124 pounds of medicine
On Saturday, November 12 the Oak Ridge Police Department and Allies for Substance Abuse Prevention teamed
to bring the City of Oak Ridge, Operation Medicine Cabinet IV.
“This was our ﬁfth event in Oak Ridge” said Stephanie Strutner, Executive Director of Allies for Substance
Abuse Prevention. “The Oak Ridge community has shown through their participation that this is an important
initiative. Over the past year, over 700 pounds of medicine have been
collected.” “Operation Medicine Cabinet is an important way for us
to protect our environment, reduce access to prescription medicine,
and reduce crime,” stated Ofﬁcer Jeremy Upham.
During the event, 124 pounds of unwanted, unused, and expired
medications were collected. Over 50 pounds of paper and plastic
containers were recycled as well, according to Upham.
The Oak Ridge Police Department and Allies for Substance Abuse
Prevention would like to thank the community agencies and businesses that helped make this event possible. Partner agencies included Waste Connections Recycling and Home Depot.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE BYTES:
Synthetic drugs, often sold by the names “Posh,” “K2” or “Spice” are a mixture of herbs and spices that are typically sprayed with a synthetic compound chemically similar to THC, the psychoactive ingredients in marijuana. The
chemical compounds typically include HU‐210, HU‐211, JWH‐018, and JWH‐073. Synthetic drugs are commonly
purchased in convenient stores, head shops, tobacco shops, various retail outlets, and over the internet. They are
often marketed as incense or “fake weed.”
Synthetic marijuana is typically sold in small, shimmery plastic bags of dried leaves and marketed as incense that
can be smoked. It is said to resemble potpourri. It may also be sold in small containers that resemble lip gloss.
Manufacturers of this product are not regulated and are often unknown since these products are purchased via the
Internet whether wholesale or retail. Several websites that sell the product are based in China. Some products may
contain an herb called damiana, which is native to Central America, Mexico, and the Caribbean. Synthetic products
are usually smoked in joints or pipes, but some users make it into a tea. Recently, some stores in Tennessee have
sold synthetic products in a brownie-like food product called “Lazy Cakes.”
The names given synthetic drugs are continually evolving to avoid recognition by law enforcement. Common street
names include K2, Posh, Mr. Smiley, Bliss, Black Mamba, Bombay Blue, Fake Weed, Genie, Spice, Zohai, Klimax,
Blue Buddha, Sprinkles, and many more.
Psychological effects are similar to those of marijuana and include paranoia, panic attacks, and giddiness.
Physiological effects of synthetic marijuana include increased heart rate and increase of blood pressure. It appears to be stored in the body for long periods of time, and therefore the long‐term effects on humans are not
fully known. There have been multiple reports of seizures in East Tennessee associated with use of synthetics.
One report of a near-death of an Anderson County teenager occurred after the teen reportedly used synthetic
marijuana obtained at a convenience store.
On Tuesday, March 1, 2011, DEA published a ﬁnal order in the Federal Register temporarily placing ﬁve synthetic
cannabinoids into Schedule I of the CSA. In April of 2011, the State of Tennessee followed suit, passing a law to
make it a Class A misdemeanor to produce, manufacture, distribute, sell, or offer to sell any product containing
these synthetic derivatives.
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